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Peace Energy Cooperative – Local People, Local Resources, Local Benefits

 We Have Made Considerable Progress to Date

Since being incorporated in 2003, Peace Energy Cooperative has focused on a series of activities 
designed to help make renewable energy a reality in the Peace while providing income to the 
cooperative.  Some of our accomplishments to date include:

1. The development of British Columbia’s first commercial wind power project, Bear 
Mountain Wind Park

Bear Mountain, situated 15km south-west of the City of Dawson Creek, BC, was considered by wind 
energy development companies to be one of the most attractive in BC due to its wind regime and 
closeness to existing infrastructure: roads, rail, highways 
and transmission lines. Wind data had been collected on Bear Mountain by BC Hydro until their 
release of the Investigative Use Permit (IUP) in 2003. PEC applied for and eventually received the 
permit to continue the collection of wind data with the vision of constructing an industrial wind 
energy facility there.

 
PEC did not have the expertise to analyze the collected wind 
data, or develop and finance construction, so it sought partners 
to enable the project to move forward. Aeolis Wind Power 
Corporation of Sidney, BC, was selected by the Peace Energy 
board of directors from a number of companies PEC identified as 
potential partners. Aeolis was chosen because it had experience 
working with cooperatives and respected our community values. 
Aeolis valued our grassroots connection with the area and our 
ability to build public acceptance for the project, as evidenced by 
our rapidly growing membership. 

Aeolis analyzed the data, began the Environmental Assessment 
process, wind park layout and design, as well as submitted the 
project to the BC Hydro Call for Power. The project was successful 
in receiving and signing a 25-year Power Purchase Agreement 
with BC Hydro in August of 2006, and received Provincial 
Environmental Certification in May 2007. 
 
Bear Mountain Wind LP was created by Aeolis for ownership 
of the project with AltaGas of Calgary, AB, Aeolis Wind Power 
Corporation and Peace Energy – A Renewable Energy Cooperative 
as partners in the LP. Under the agreements PEC received 
development fees as an original development partner and the 
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right to invest in the development of the wind park.    
 
In 2007 the original ownership shares of the LP were exchanged 
for a Royalty Investment Agreement, giving AltaGas whole owner-
ship of the project. As a project founding member PEC retained 
development fees and the right to invest further in the 
equity development and construction of the project. Further 
investment by PEC, through a Members’ Rights Offering, was un-
dertaken in the fall of 2009, in a new Royalty Agreement with Bear 
Mountain Wind LP rather than an equity investment. This gave PEC 
a share in the royalty stream from Bear Mountain Wind Park with-
out incurring performance liability.
 
The Bear Mountain Wind Park is fully commissioned, having 
achieved that status in October 2009 and receiving Federal certifi-
cation for ecoEnergy for Renewable Power. BullFrog power has an 
agreement with Bear Mountain Wind for green attributes from the 
project. Peace Energy will receive revenue from the Bear Mountain 
Wind Park project through the investments in the original partner-
ship and construction of the project throughout the BC Hydro 25-
year power purchase agreement, as well as revenue from the sale 
of the green attributes of the project. These revenue streams have 
created a firm, sustainable financial future for PEC.

2. Expanded our membership

Peace Energy has maintained an on-going membership drive to 
increase public awareness of the organization, and build the mem-
bership. As of July 2005, the Cooperative had 163 paid and sup-
porting members. As of January, 2016, we have 472 members.
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3. Hosted a series of educational and informational events to increase awareness 
of Peace Energy and the importance of renewable energy 

Peace Energy’s first workshop was a three-day off-grid or independent power production workshop 
with Eric Smiley of the BC Institute of Technology in March 2004 that focused on photovoltaics/wind/
genset hybrid systems. 

Since then we have staged an annual general meeting (AGM) in Dawson Creek each spring, a one-
day Solar Open House each spring, celebrated Solar Days with the City of Dawson Creek each sum-
mer, conducted many school and group tours of the Bear Mountain Wind Park facility, and in partner-
ship with Northern Lights College hosted another workshop with Eric Smiley to train electricians for 
PV installation.

Long-time director and founding member Don Pettit writes a popular and well-read bi-weekly re-
newable energy column/blog “Watt’s Happening” that is widely media distributed and sent directly 
to members. A colourful and detailed PEC newsletter is also distributed three times per year directly 
to members and an expanded mailing list that includes regional government officials and citizens of 
influence.

4. Continued to improve the Peace Energy Cooperative website  

The website, which is located at www.peaceenergy.ca, provides:

•	 Information	on	becoming	a	member	including	the	opportunity	to	download	a	brochure	and		
 a membership application form;
•	 Information	on	wind	power,	solar	power	and	the	cooperative	ownership	model;
•	 News	and	copies	of	press	releases;
•	 An	archive	of	Watt’s Happening columns and PEC newsletters;
•	 Information	about	electric	bikes	and	scooters;
•	  Contact information for Peace Energy.

5. Received awards recognizing our work

•	 Environment Friendly Technology Award at the Northern BC Business & Industry Trade Show 2005
•	 Dawson Creek Chamber of Commerce Innovative Business of the Year 2006
•	 Dawson Creek Chamber of Commerce Most Innovative Green Business of the Year 2010
•	 Canadian Wind Energy Association Group Leadership Award 2011
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Energy House 2005 and 2013

Energy House was proposed to be a demonstration 
building utilizing leading edge alternative energy 
technologies and providing a training centre for stu-
dents in the applicable trades. It was to be located 
on the Northern Lights College campus in Dawson 
Creek.

Members of the community interested in alternate 
energy technologies would be able to observe the 
technologies in use and gain valuable insight in a 
comfortable, home-like setting. Energy House would 
promote community economic development by 
linking technology with business and customers. 
Peace Energy Coop would locate their business of-
fice in Energy House.

Partners included: the City of Dawson Creek, North-
ern Lights College, Greensmart Homes, Bear Moun-
tain Wind LP and others.

Northern Lights College became very interested in 
the project as they were looking for a space to con-
duct Wind Turbine Maintenance courses, and also in 
positioning themselves as a renewable energy train-
ing center. Athough PEC and the City were invited 
to sit on the community advisory committee for the 
project, the college quickly took control and set its 
own parameters and goals for the building. The final 
result was an $8.3 million training and demonstra-
tion center, far beyond PEC’s original idea and only 
marginally involving the other partners. Although 
a stunning facility, the result was not a community 
based centre and not a new home for PEC.

The Energy House idea was revisited 2012-2013 

as a potential near net-zero commercial 
rental space that would provide a home for 
PEC, rental income and RE demo and sales 
center. The very high cost of commercial 
land in downtown Dawson Creek became a 
stumbling block that resulted in the project 
proving to be financially unsustainable.

6. Researched potential income streams for the Cooperative

2005

Energy House 2013
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Centennial Green, 2008-11

Centennial Green was a concept devel-
oped by Peace Energy Cooperative that 
would strip down the old Centennial Pool 
in Dawson Creek to its framework of steel 
and concrete, then rebuild it as a commu-
nity centre and “district heating system.” 

The system would use waste heat from 
the nearby Memorial Arena ice-making 
machines, combined with solar thermal 
panels on the roof of the pool building, 
and distribution of the heat collected and 
stored in the 600,000 litre pool to nearby 
public buildings. 

PEC saw the project as a facility with a fo-
cus on renewable energy and sustainable 
living. It would provide a public gather-
ing space, possibly with a small café, an 
indoor play-land, a potential host spot for 
events such as the farmer’s market, as well 
as accommodating organizations focused 
on making a difference in sustainability, as 
well as a permanent home for the coopera-
tive.

Engineering studies commissioned by PEC 
proved the concept fundamentally valid: 
the amount of waste heat available from 
the arenas sufficient, the storage capac-
ity of the pool sufficient, and the building 
structure sound.

However, further study revealed a techno-
logical mismatch between the energy we 
would collect and the surrounding build-
ings’ heating needs that would require new 
heating plants in those buildings. These 
extensive upgrades combined with the 
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very high cost of the underground insulated heat distribution lines resulted in a high capital cost and 
a simple payback of more than 30 years. These combined factors unfortunately resulted in the PEC 
board shelving the idea for the forseeable future. 

Researched locations 
for other wind developments

Computer simulations of wind speeds (in part per-
formed compliments of Aeolis Wind Power) on the 
rolling hills and farmland around the BC Peace, as 
well as wind data collected by Peace Energy from 
their network of five wind monitoring stations at-
tached to existing towers (in part funded by a grant 
from Sci-Tech North) showed only modest wind 
potential for area farms and ranches.

Even on ridges helped by good upflow slopes to 
the south-west, yearly average wind speeds seldom 
did much better than 6 m/s, considered borderline 
in the BC Hydro payment regime ($95 / mWh under 
the Standing Offer program).

It should be noted that this is relative to the ex-
cellent wind regimes on elevated ridges like Bear 
Mountain and the Rocky Mountain foothills near 
Chetwynd, Tumbler Ridge and Hudson’s Hope. 
By comparison, most European land-based wind 
development has occured in wind regimes where 6 
m/s is considered excellent, and 5 m/s is considered 
normal.

The difference comes down to the rates paid by the 
utilities for private power fed into the grid, which is 
largely based on the value of power in the area. BC 
has some of the cheapest in the world, necessitating 
very high quality wind regimes for a healthy return 
on investment.

Computer simulations of wind potential were per-
formed for a variety of locations in the north and south 

BC Peace.

Nonetheless, research into other wind 
locations continues. In particular, we are 
looking closely at the possibility of adding 
another Enercon wind turbine (to be owned 
by Peace Energy Cooperative) on a proven 
wind-resource ridge, Bear Mountain. This 
research and feasability study will be a high-
priority project for 2016.
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OUR LATEST FOCUS: roof-top solar PV

a) Solar Marketing Rationale

2015 saw unprecedented growth in the solar market worldwide. 
In the US, a solar photovoltaic (PV) system was installed every 2.5 
minutes, up from one system every two hours 10 years ago.  
An amazing 40 percent of all new electric generating capacity 
brought online in the US came from solar. In 2014, more than 
186,000 residential systems were installed across the US, a 50 per-
cent increase from 2013. Japan installed some one million roof-top 
arrays in 2014, with another million expected in 2015.

Canada is lagging behind much of the world’s solar boom, due 
mostly to the lack of incentives from indifferent federal and provin-
cial governments. This is now changing, with Ontario and Yukon 
leading the way, and other provinces following suit with generous 
feed-in rates, grants and incentives for residential solar. Alberta is 
expected to announce solar incentives this year.

The biggest contributor to the booming residential solar explosion 
is that prices have fallen drastically, thanks to reduced equipment 
and installation costs and access to new financing vehicles. No 
longer reserved for the ecologically-minded homeowner, solar PV 
and solar thermal have hit the mainstream. Today, producing one’s 
own power or hot water means not only a reduced environmental 
impact, but also an opportunity to reduce – or even eliminate – 
monthy bills while adding to the long-term value of one’s home.

Above: some of Peace Energy Cooperative’s recent roof-top solar installations.
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Design, sale and installation of roof-top PV and solar thermal is seen as Peace Energy Co-op’s  
bread-and-butter income stream for the forseeable future for these reasons:

1. The BC / Alberta Peace Region and Yukon have an excellent solar resource. Our very long hours 
of sunlight during the spring, summer and fall more than compensate for the short, snowy winter 
hours. This is an ideal situation for grid-tie, where the grid stores excess summer power to be used in 
the winter.

2.  BC, Yukon and Alberta have all implemented programs that greatly simplify the PV grid-tie pro-
cess, making roof-top solar for the homeowner relatively quick and easy. 

3. Interest in solar is widespread and growing at exponential rates. This is clearly shown by the in-
creasing number of inquiries and walk-ins that PEC is receiving.

4. Prices for solar modules and related equipment have all dropped dramatically over the last 5 years, 
making roof-top PV affordable as never before.

5. PV and solar thermal technologies have reached a high degree of maturity and reliability, and the 
equipment is readily available from a wide range of wholesalers and manufacturers.
 
6. Over the last two years PEC has acquired experience and expertise in roof-top PV by actually de-
signing and installing working PV systems, and then monitoring their performance over time.

7. Solar has a broad appeal to a wide range of people with a variety of motivations for purchasing.

8. Increased government incentives are expected to be implemented to encourage consumer adop-
tion of solar in the near future.

b) Installed and Designed Solar by Peace Energy Cooperative

As of January 2017, we have installed approximately 75,000 watts of roof-top, grid-tie solar in the 
Peace Region, including our first Alberta install in Demmitt and our first in Fort St. John. We have also 
designed some 750,000 watts for other locations and potential buyers, including detailed designs for 
some 400,000 watts on a series of municipal buildings for the District of Hudson’s Hope.

We are increasingly in demand for solar design and installation. We now subcontract the installa-
tions to solar installers/electricians in Dawson Creek, Fort St. John and Beaverlodge AB, who we 
have helped train in partnership with Northern Lights College. We see only continued growth in this 
regional solar market.


